Taiy Nutrition Extra Strength Brain Supplement Pills, Nootropic For Focus, Memory, Alertness & Mental Clarity,

8 customer reviews

About the product

- **ALL NATURAL EXTRA STRENGTH BRAIN SUPPLEMENT PILLS & FOCUS FORMULA**- Enjoy the benefits of an all natural proprietary blend of brain enhancing ingredients. Neuro Fit Plus brain formula supplement is uniquely formulated with nutrients that maximize brain and memory function. Taking just one of these all natural and highly effective mental clarity capsules per day will support attention, learning, memory, as well as other cognitive functions.

- **NOOTROPIC CAPSULES MAKE YOU THINK FASTER, CLEARER, SHARPER** - Nootropics, also known as smart drugs and cognitive enhancers, are brain boosting supplements that improve cognitive function, particularly executive functions, memory, creativity, or motivation, in healthy individuals. This natural brain health formula contains powerfully effective ingredients including DMAE, L-Glutamine, Bacopa, Huperzine A, Choline, Vitamins and Minerals.

- **MENTAL FOCUS PILLS ASSIST WITH MEMORY AND MENTAL CLARITY**- Feel confident at work, school and home with these premium quality memory improvement pills. DMAE capsules work by increasing levels of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine, which plays an important role in learning and memory while L-Glutamine increases energy, stamina and focus, allowing overall cognitive function to increase.

- **SUPPORTS FOCUS & ATTENTION**- Get support in remembering the important details and keeping up with conversations you are engaging in with these brain boosting cognitive enhancement supplements. Our active ingredient the Bacopa plant has used to treat memory and brain-related disorder for thousands of years and is used to treat a broad range of mind-related health concerns.

- **ENERGY BOOSTING MENTAL CLARITY BRAIN ENHANCEMENT SUPPLEMENT**- These powerful brain boost supplements help you to stay awake and alert when you need to be and get through your day with ease. Being both physically and mentally active is

Price: **$15.95** FREE Shipping on orders over $25 shipped by Amazon or get Fast, Free Shipping with Amazon Prime

In Stock. Sold by Estobi Enterprises LLC and Fulfilled by Amazon.

Want it Friday, June 21? Order within 9 hrs 25 mins and choose Two-Day Shipping at checkout. Details

Enjoy fast, FREE delivery, exclusive deals and Award-Winning movies & TV shows with Prime Click here and start saving today with Fast, FREE Delivery

Other Sellers on Amazon

- **$22.98** ($22.98 / Count) + Free Shipping
Sold by: Taiy Nutrition

Sponsored products related to this item
Taiy Nutrition Extra Strength Brain Supplement Pills, 60 Capsules:

Discover an all-natural solution to improve brain health and reap the rewards of improved focus, clarity, memory, concentration, and energy with Neuro Fit Plus cognitive enhancing pills. This brain enhancement supplement is an all natural proprietary advanced brain formula that combines eight active ingredients with essential B vitamins and folic acid.

With fewer neurotransmitters firing throughout the aging process, the brain loses connections and memories are lost. Neuro Fit Plus memory focus pills work to boost memory focus with dimethylaminoethanol, huperzine A, and phosphatidylserine.

L-glutamic acid is specifically blended into the formula to support brain focus and concentration.

Neuro Fit Plus natural focus pills also includes docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), which is an omega 3 fatty acid that is widely recognized as a vital acid for brain health.

The benefits of Neuro Fit Plus cognitive enhancing supplement expand beyond just your mental clarity and brain health. Feel the calming and mood enhancing benefits of bacopa and inositol as you go through your day and step up to any cognitive or physical challenge with more energy thanks to a targeted dose of choline.

Realize your cognitive potential with the Neuro Fit Plus all-natural extra strength brain supplement.

* The following statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration and are not intended to diagnose, treat, prevent, or cure any disease.
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Top Reviews

Amazon Customer

I like it!

October 13, 2017
Verified Purchase

It's been just about a month since I received the product, I have noticed that I'm more alert than I used to be after I get back from my lunch break (that's when I decided to take it) and need to focus on my work until my day is over. I like it!

Helpful

Comment

Report abuse

Keith Scott

A++

July 21, 2018
Verified Purchase

Product was timely shipped & received. Been taking for a week and I can definitely feel the results. I'm going to use it for now & update you more. I would recommend this.

Helpful

Comment

Report abuse

alexandra mendoza

I like

March 20, 2019
Verified Purchase

Very good

Helpful

Comment

Report abuse

DarMac

Totally erased my doubts! Highly recommended!

September 24, 2017
Verified Purchase

The Neuro Fit Plus totally erased my doubts in taking supplements for the brain. After taking this for a few weeks, I've identified key improvements in my focus, organization and stress-management. I can clearly see the things that are Must-Do's and the things that can wait versus before I try to do everything, juggling 'em all in my hands. Also as a result of taking this supplement, I became more alert and reduced my coffee in-take per day. Highly recommended!

Helpful

Comment

Report abuse

Amazon Customer

I got this for her for a gift and we like all the natural ingredients and we're impressed with the...
December 28, 2017
Verified Purchase
My mom has complained a little bit about her memory problem, you know as we get older information tends to go on overload with all that we have learned throughout our lives. I got this for her for a gift and we like all the natural ingredients and we're impressed with the multiple benefits of energy boost and memory support.

Helpful  Comment  Report abuse

A customer

she feels much better. She can actually concentrate and get the work ...

December 8, 2017
Verified Purchase
I bought this brain booster for my senior in high school. Her schedule is so tense, and there is so much to learn and remember that she was loosing it. After taking this supplement, she feels much better. She can actually concentrate and get the work done. Good product.

Helpful  Comment  Report abuse

AMZing_Lover
great memory booster
February 25, 2018
Verified Purchase
I'm always forgetful and can never remember what I needed to do with the task at hand when I walk from one to the other but with this awesome brain booster supplement, I seem to be sharper than usual. I'll keep taking this, thanks.

Helpful  Comment  Report abuse

hb
so good will update after 40
April 6, 2018
So far.... so good will update after 40 days

Helpful  Comment  Report abuse
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Set up an Amazon Giveaway

Amazon Giveaway allows you to run promotional giveaways in order to create buzz, reward your audience, and attract new followers and customers. Learn more about Amazon Giveaway

This item: Taiy Nutrition Extra Strength Brain Supplement Pills, Nootropic For Focus, Memory, Alertness & Mental Clarity, Natural Cognitive Enhancement with DMAE, L-Glutamine, Bacopa

Set up a giveaway
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Disclaimer: While we work to ensure that product information is correct, on occasion manufacturers may alter their ingredient lists. Actual product packaging and materials may contain more and/or different information than that shown on our Web site. We recommend that you do not solely rely on the information presented and that you always read labels, warnings, and directions before using or consuming a product. For additional information about a product, please contact the manufacturer. Content on this site is for reference purposes and is not intended to substitute for advice given by a physician, pharmacist, or other licensed health-care professional. You should not use this information as self-diagnosis or for treating a health problem or disease. Contact your health-care provider immediately if you suspect that you have a medical problem. Information and statements regarding dietary supplements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease or health condition. Amazon.com assumes no liability for inaccuracies or misstatements about products.